First Nations Shouldn’t Run Mom & Pop Businesses
By Andrew Leach, MBA
As a management consultant, I have seen too many First Nations lose money trying to run mom and pop
businesses. In this article, I will present some key ideas for Bands to develop and execute a viable economic
development strategy. And the process starts with this: stop running those mom and pop businesses!
Mom and pop businesses are typically owned and operated by an individual or couple. Their main
features are:
•

Small revenue base, usually less than $200,000/year

•
•

Long hours required to develop and sustain

Small convenience stores, retail outlets and small motels are classic mom and pop businesses.
Bands should not run mom and pop businesses. For starters, why waste your time on small returns when
opportunities to make serious money are available in your area?
As well, you’ll have to pay whoever you hire to manage your mom and pop business the 14-18 hours a day
needed to establish and grow the business. Moreover, mom and pop managers will not treat the business like
their own, because it isn’t. For instance, purchasing and human resource decisions can be very costly. And if
the business isn’t yours, what motivates you make the best decision?
Thus, Bands owning mom and pops contradict the small business model of owners working long, unpaid
hours and acting in their own best interest. First Nations often pay lots of wages for the mom and pop
controllable?

end up using their AANDC operating dollars to fund the operations. It’s not long afterwards that remedial
management kicks in.
Another interesting phenomenon is the emotional attachment some Bands have to their mom and pop
businesses. Even when it becomes clear the business is running them into the ground, some leaders are
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around.” But that’s denial. The writing is on the wall and we often do not want to read it.
There has to be a better way.
For starters, First Nations need to develop a sound business strategy that matches its strengths and
weaknesses with the regional economy’s strengths and weaknesses. In addition, Bands should go after only
the Band.

as a Band-controlled entity. You should probably turn these smaller businesses over to Band members. Let

Band-based tourist projects can do well, but be careful: a lot of tourist projects should be run as moms and
pops. I have worked with many First Nations that have done quite well in the resource sectors, and some
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